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ABSTRACT 
To each maximal commuting subalgebra h of g/,(C) is associated a system of differential difference 
equations, generalizing several known systems. Starting from a Grassmann manifold, solutions are 
constructed, their properties are discussed and the relation with other systems is given. Finally it is 
shown how to express these solutions in T-functions. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we associate to each commutative algebra /I of gZ,(@) a non- 
linear system of differential difference equations that generalizes systems dis- 
cussed in [DJKM], [BtK], [DS] and [SW]. These systems can be seen as matrix 
generalizations of the KP-hierarchy. It will be shown that they are related to 
certain commuting flows on an infinite-dimensional Grassmann manifold. This 
geometric picture enables us to construct actual solutions of the system. As in 
the case of the KP-hierarchy, these solutions can be expressed in Fredholm 
determinants. This forms a convergent framework for formulae occurring in 
W-0 
The content of the various paragraphs is as follows: in the first paragraph we 
describe the geometric framework. The second gives a description of the system 
and its algebraic properties. The construction of the solutions is carried out in 
the third paragraph. There we also fit into the present framework the N-wave 
equation, such as discussed in [DS], and the differential difference equation from 
[BtK]. In the final paragraph we express the solutions from the third paragraph 
in so-called r-functions, which are related to the dual of the determinant line 
bundle over the Grassmann manifold. 
1. THE GEOMETRIC SETTING 
1.1. Let S’ be the unit circle in @* and let H denote the Hilbert space 
L*(Si, Cm). Elements of @” are written as row vectors. If (. , .) denotes the usual 
innerproduct on @” and if dt denotes the normalized Haar measure on S’, then 
the innerproduct on H is given by 
(f,g) =; (f(t),g(t)) dt. 
LetX: C’ --f C * be the identity map and let {ek, 0 5 k 5 m - 1) be the standard 
basis of Cm. Then the 
{‘in = Xnek, 0 5 k 5 m - 1 and n E z} 
form an orthonormal basis of H and we have for each f in H a Fourier series 
decomposition 
C (k) 
jtZ 
akj 1-; 
O<k<m- 1 
Let H+ be the closed subspace of H, consisting of all f in H for which akj = 0 for 
all j < 0 and 0 5 k L m - 1. We denote its orthogonal complement by Hp. 
It will be convenient to renumber the orthonormal basis {~‘l(~), 1 E Z, 
OIk<m-l}ofHtoabasis{fr,IEZ}byputting 
f 
(k) 
k+lm=U/ , O<k<m-1, IEZ. 
For each pair of Hilbert spaces HI and HZ we denote the space of bounded linear 
operators from HI to H2 by B(Hl, H2) and if HI = HZ then we simply write 
B(H1). Each g in B(H) decomposes w.r.t. H = H+ $ H_ as 
with a E B(H+), d E B(H_), b E B(H_, H+) 
and c E B(H+, H_). 
To each g in B(H) one can associate a Z x Z-matrix 
gkl = (dh),fk)> where k and 1 E Z. 
In this matrix {&I} we let, contrary to the finite-dimensional case, the column 
index increase from right to left and the row index from below to above i.e. we see 
it as 
. gk+ll+l gk+ll “’ 
. . . 
gklfl gkl . ” 
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It is also convenient to consider a decomposition of the matrix of g E B(H) into 
a Z x z-matrix {Gkl, k E 22, 1 E Z} whose coefficients Gkl are m x m-matrices 
that are defined by 
(G/&j = &?mk+a,ml+8, withO<a:<m-1 andO<p<m-1. 
Then the matrix of g looks like 
&+I[+1 Gktll Gk+ll-1 
Gk/+l Gk/ Gkl- 1 
Gk-l/+1 Gk-11 Gk-ll-1 
As in [SW], we consider the subalgebra B,,,(H) of B(H) consisting of 
{g=(: :) 
E B(N), b and c are Hilbert-Schmidt 
It is equipped with the norm 
llgllres = /I (; ;) lyre/ = llgll + Il~ll2 + II41 
where I] II is the operatornorm on B(H) and /I II2 is the HilberttSchmidt norm. 
An element g of B(H) belongs to B,,,(H) if and only if 
,FO IIGkm+ki/: + kTO I(Gkm+kll; < m, 
k+ii<O k+m>O 
where ]I ]I2 is the norm on B(C”) given by 
llw: = o<eIE_, Iwd-12~ 
o<a-m-1 
An important example of such an operator in B,,,(H) is the multiplication on 
each factor with X. It is denoted by A and has as a matrix {Gij} with Gii_ 1 = Id 
and Gij = 0 ifj # i - 1. Consider the cornmutant Z(A) of A in B,,,(H). Since 
(gA)ij = Gij+ i and 
the algebra Z(A) consists of all 
form 
Goo Go 
(Ag)ij = Gi- lj> 
generators in B,,,(H) that have a matrix of the 
Go, Goo Go 
Go, Goo Go 
GOI Goo 
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If we identify an operator A E B(@“) with the element k of B,,,(H) that is given 
bY 
(A),, = A, for 1 E iz, and kl,,, = 0 if If m, 
then Z(A) can be described as 
1 
C Ai ni E &s(H), with A, E B(Cm) . 
iEZ I 
Hence if h is a maximal commutative subalgebra of B(C”), then 
C Hi Ai E &es(H), Hi E h 
icZ 
is a maximal commutative subalgebra of B,,,(H). 
The group of invertible elements of B,,,(H) is denoted by G&,,(H), as in [SW], 
and consists of all 
K > 
; ; E G@), 
QI and 6 are Fredholm operators 
/3 and y are Hilbert-Schmidt operators 1 
The connected components of G&,(H) are determined by the index of (Y. We 
write for each k in Z 
GZck)(H) = res E Glres(H), index (a) = k 
The Grassmann manifold Gr(H) associated to the decomposition H = 
H+ @ H- is by definition the homogeneous space 
{g . H+, g E Gk.s(H)}. 
The connected components of Gr( H) are determined by that of GI,,, (H) and are 
given by 
Grk = {g. H+, g E GZ!,k,‘(H)}, k E Z. 
Since we are mainly interested in the space Gro, we denote it simply by Gr. 
1.2. The commuting flows 
Next we introduce a commutative group that is related to the algebra h and 
that determines the commuting flows involved in the system of differential dif- 
ference equations to be introduced later on. Let U be a connected neighborhood 
of S’ and let r(U) be the set of all analytic maps y : U + h such that 
det(y(u)) # 0 for all u E U. With respect to multiplication in g&(C), the set 
r(U) is a group. If Ui > U2 then we have a natural embedding of r( UI) into 
r( U2) and we denote the direct limit by r Each y E r has a Fourier series 
7 = C Ti A’, yi E li 
it22 
and since r is commutative we can let it act on H from the right 
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C Ck!i A’ H (C Qi Ai) C rj Xj. 
I i 
In other words, we embed r into G&,,(H) by means of 
C yi Xi H C 7: Ai. 
The reason that we let r act on H in this way lies in the form of the solutions of 
the equations that we will construct later on. Next we discuss a decomposition of 
the elements of l? 
Let h,, be the space of the semi-simple components of elements of li and let h, 
be the space of nilpotent components of elements of h. Since the semi-simple part 
of x E gZ,(@) is a polynomial in x we have 
h=h,,@/r,. 
This decomposition induces one of l? For, let r,, and r, be the subgroups 
r, = (7 E r, y(t) E R,, for all t} 
and 
r, = {y E r, y(t) is unipotent for all t}. 
Since h is commutative, it can be brought into uppertriangular form by con- 
jugation. Keeping that in mind, we see for each y E P that 
Y+ : t H -Y(t),,, 
is an element of r,, where y(t),, means the semi-simple component of y( t). 
Hence we have r = r,, r,. We consider still a further decomposition of r and 
we start with r’,. Any y E r, can be written as 
7 = Id + C hi Xi, with hi E R, 
itZ 
= exp Id + C hiX’ 
iEL )) 
=exp(,$ q(zhii’)i) 
= exp with kl E h, 
=exp(,,,,‘)exp(~~kih’). 
Next we recall that any non-zero holomorphic f : U 4 C, where U is a con- 
nected open neighborhood of S’ can be decomposed as 
f(x) = (1 + F. ai Ai) A” (h + ,Fo bj Ai> 
=exp(i~~cihi)~mboexP(~~dihi). 
By applying this to the group r,, we obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 1.2.1. There exists u subgroup A of r,, isomorphic to Z”, where n = 
dim(&), such that 
r = r+nr_, r+nA=r_nA=Id, 
with 
and 
If h consists of the diagonal matrices, then we can take 
A = {diag(Xko,. . . ,Xkm-I), ki E Z}. 
One verifies directly that A n G&(H) in that case consists of 
diag(Xki,...,Xkm~l)EA, mclki=O 
i=O 
Let {E,, 1 5 Q 5 r} be a basis of h. Then each element of r+ can uniquely be 
written as 
(1.2.2) E C ti, E,X’ 
i=l liair 
The { ti,} can be seen as the coordinates on r+ and they will be the continuous 
independent variables in the system of differential difference equation. 
For the construction of the relevant line bundle over Gr, we need yet another 
description of this space. Let P be the space of continuous embeddings 
w=(~‘):H+-+Hsuchthat 
(i) w+ : H+ + H+ has the form ‘identity + trace-class’ and 
(ii) w- : H+ + H is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Clearly the image of w belongs to Gr. In [PSI it was shown that each W in Gr can 
be obtained as the image of a w in P with w + - Id is a finite-dimensional op- 
erator. Hence we have a surjection P + Gr and this induces a bijection of Gr 
with P/I, where I is the subgroup of B(H+) given by 
7 = {t E Aut(H+), t - Id is trace-class}. 
The space P is an open part of the space 
{ 
@+,A-) 1 A+ E B(H+), A- E B(H+,H-1 
A+ - Id is a trace-class, A- is Hilbert-Schmidt > ’ 
which can be identified with the direct sum of the space of trace class operators 
and that of Hilbert-Schmidt operators by means of (A+, A_) H (A+ - Id, A-). 
Let x : 7 -+ @* be the analytic group homomorphism t H det(t). Then there 
is a holomorphic line bundle Det* linked to x: it consists of the space P x @ 
modulo the equivalence 
(WI 1 Xl) ,-.a (w2, X2) e 3 E I: w2 = WI o t, X2 = XI det(t). 
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The class of the element (w, X) E P x C we denote by [w, X]. This line bundle Det” 
has holomorphic sections, an important one being 
(1.2.3) O(W) = [W,det(w+)]. 
If one wants to lift the natural action of G&~‘(H) on Gr to Det”, then one has to 
pass to an extension G of GZ!i’(H). It consists of 
It is a straightforward computation to verify that G acts on Det* by means of 
(g,q). [w,4 = bw4Jl. 
In G&$(H) we consider the subgroups B and B- given by 
B= {( > ; ; E Gl!,o,'(H) and B- = 
They can be embedded as subgroups into G by 
(: :) H ((;: :);a) and (: :) H ((z $a) 
These embeddings we will assume without further mentioning. 
For each w in P and each (g, q) E G, we define 
Uk,q)) = det((g-’ owoq)+). 
It is a measure for the failure of G-equivariance of the section C. 
2. THE EQUATIONS 
We first discuss the equations corresponding to the group of flows r+. For our 
purposes the most convenient form to write them in is the so-called Lax form. 
This requires the introduction of some notions and notations. 
Let R denote the ring of holomorphic functions on some open subset X of r+. 
As in the foregoing section let {E,,, 1 5 Q: 5 Y} be the coordinates of a y in r+, 
i.e. 
(2.1) 
i=l a=1 
We write ai, : R --f R for the partial derivative w.r.t. ti,. Since the identity be- 
longs to h, we can define the derivation d of R by 
I 
a = C s, ai, if Id= e s,E,. 
N=l a=1 
The derivations {&} induce derivations of the algebra gZ,(R), by letting it act 
on each entry. These are denoted by the same symbol. We write gZ,(R)[d] for the 
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ring of differential operators in d with coefficients from glm(R). If one lets d act 
on RM componentwise, one can see the elements of glm(R)[8] as endomorphisms 
of R”. 
If one needs roots of elements of gl,(R)[d] then it is convenient to pass to the 
ring gl, (R) (( 8,8-‘)) of pseudo-differential operators in 8 with coefficients from 
gl,(R). Its elements consist of formal sums 
: gi@, gi E s&AR). 
i=-m 
They are added componentwise and their multiplication is given by 
(2.2) (Tai@).(Tbjaj) =F ( 5 (i+)s)aiaiijps(bj))as. 
i+)>s 
Since 8 and the ai, commute, one sees from this formula that if one lets a,, act on 
g[,(R)((a, a-1)) componentwise, then it defines a derivation of g/,(R) ((a, a-‘)). 
It is also denoted by the same symbol. 
If P = C Pj dj E glm(R)((d, a-‘)), then we write 
P, = C pjaj and P_ = C pj 6’j. 
j>O j<O 
I~gMW(a,a-l)) we consider elements L and U, of the form 
(2.3) L=d+ 1 lja-j and U,=E,s C uajd-j. 
j>O j>O 
Examples of such operators are obtained as follows: take the trivial example L = 
Ida and U, = E, and pick some K = Id+ Cj,okj&j in gl,(R)((d,d-l)). 
Then K is invertible and 
(2.4) L = KBK-’ and U, = KE, K-’ 
are of the form 2.3. 
Let the multiplication on /I be given by 
In analogy of the KP-hierarchy we are interested in L and U, of the form 2.3 
satisfying 
(2.5) [L, ~1 = [ua, +I = 0, 
(2.6) uaup= i: capyuy, 
y=l 
(2.7) a,,L = WJ,)+J] = [B~~,L], 
(2.8) &, UD = [&, u01. 
In the case that h consists of all diagonal matrices and E, is the matrix with one 
at the (CY, cu)-entry and zeros elsewhere, the equations (2.5)-(2.8) are called the 
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multi-component KP-hierarchy in [UT]. We will use the expression ‘equations of 
the h-hierarchy’ in the general case. 
The first two properties 2.5 and 2.6 express that the ring generated by L and 
the { Ua} is isomorphic to that generated by Idd and the {E, 1 1 5 a I r}. They 
are satisfied by all L and { Ua} in the form 2.4. The last two form a system of 
nonlinear equations for the coefficients (4) and {uja}. 
The equations 2.7 and 2.8 are compatibility equations for a system of linear 
equations. This requires the introduction of a gl,(R)((d, a-‘)) module. Let M 
consist of the formal products 
{ jgm3,hj}eXP(il$o &, riaEaAi) ={ j~m:rihi}g(h)~ 
with ,Bj E gl,(R). If p belongs to g/,(R), then its action on M is defined as 
The action of ai, on M consists of ‘differentiating’ this formal product w.r.t the 
variable tia, i.e. 
tli, xb.X’ g(X)= C8ia(bj)X’+CbjEaXifi CIJ} (i j }gcA)’ 
In particular we see that the action of d on M 
8(x bj X’}g(X) = {C d(bj)X’ + C bj Xj”}g(X) 
is invertible, with inverse a-’ being given by 
a-‘{C bjX’}g(X) = 5 C (-l)‘8i(bj)Xi-i-1 
I 
g(X). 
i=O j 
It is a straightforward verification to check that the actions of 81,(R), d and a-‘, 
determine a gl,,,(R)((d, d-‘))-module structure on M. For each P = C Pj dj in 
gd(R)((a, 8-l)) we have 
and A4 is a free cyclic gZm(R)((d, 8-l)) module with generator g(X). As the al- 
gebra h is commutative we can define a right /r-module structure by 
{C @j Y}g(X) ++ {C pj hX’}g(X), with h E h. 
Let A be the subgroup of r+ introduced in the first section and let 6 = 
C, jl S N dj Xi be an element of A. 
Definition 2.9. A function of type S is an element $J of A4 that has the form 
$= 
{( 
Id+ C $.Xi 
j<. J ) ( ,j& dix’)}g(A). 
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For each function r,!~ of type 6, let K+ be the operator Id + CjCO $j dj in 
gMR)((d, a-‘)) and S the element Cijil,,, dj dj associated with 6. Since 
6’(dj) = 0 for all j, we have that II, is given by 
11, = (K+ S) d4 
Since K$ S is invertible, every function of type S is a cyclic generator of the 
module M. 
Let L and the { Ua} be operators of the form 2.3. A central object in this paper 
is the notion 
Definition 2.10. A wavefunction of type 6 for L and the {U,} is a function $ of 
type S satisfying 
(al L$ = All, 
(b) u, 1cI = $& 
(c) &, 1c, = l$, $, with 8, E gl*(R)[d]. 
The first property translates to 
(2.11) L.K$.S.g(X) = K$.d.a.g(X) N L= K@K,-‘. 
Likewise the second property is equivalent to 
(2.12) Un.Kti.6.g(X) =KGE,&g(X) = U,=K&JC,-‘. 
Finally property (c) of a wavefunction says 
(2.13) 
{ 
{ai,(K~).6+K*.a’E,.6}.g(X) = (&Kti6).g(X) 
s 4, = b’ia(K$)Kc’ $ L’U,. 
In particular we see that 9, equals (LilYI,)+ and that the wavefunction com- 
pletely determines the operators L and U,. 
Next we show that L and the { Ua} satisfy the equations of the h-hierarchy. 
Since L and the { Ua} are of the form 2.4, the equations 2.5 and 2.6 are trivially 
satisfied and we merely have to prove 2.7 and 2.8. 
To do so, we differentiate the relations 2.11 and 2.12 w.r.t. ti, and substitute 
relation 2.13. Thus we get 
i5’ia L = ~,,(K)c~K-’ + Kddi,(KP’) = ai, KK-‘L- Laity(K) . K-’ 
= (Fj, - L’UJL - L(q, - L’U,) = [&::,, L] 
ai, Up = dia(K)EoKP’ - KEO K-‘di,(K)K-’ 
= (q, - LQJ,) u, - Ufl(I& - LW,) = [&, U,]. 
In this way we have shown 
Theorem 2.14. If I,!I is a wavefunction of type 6 for L and the { Ua}, then the op- 
erators L and { Ua} are a solution of the h-hierarchy. 
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3. SOLUTIONS OF THE L-HIERARCHY 
3.1. The construction 
Let W belong to Gv and let p+ : H A H+ be the orthogonal projection. In the 
group A we consider the collection 
nw= 61bEA0, 
i 
there is a y E r+ such that 
. p+ : y -’ 6 -’ W --f H+ is bijective 1 
For each S in Aw we consider the open subset r(S, W) of r+ given by 
r(6, W) = {y, y E T+, p+ : y-‘6-l W + H+ is bijective}. 
Let R be the ring of functions analytic on r(6, W). For W E Gr and 6 E Aw we 
will construct now a wavefunction $h of type 6. From the definition of r(S, W) 
we see that there is for each y E r(S, W) a unique vector in y-‘6-’ W that pro- 
jects under p+ onto e,. This vector we denote by dh, i(r) and it has the form 
GL:i(r) = ei + j$o Qj,i(blA’. 
Hence, if we define Gk(r) as the matrix whose rows are the Gb,i(r) for 
i=O,...,m- 1,thenitlookslike 
4%) = Id + ,To a,(Sy)Xj. 
From the dependence of the operator S-‘yP1 of the variables t,,, one sees di- 
rectly that aj belongs to g/,(R). Hence by applying y6 on the rows of 4; we get 
a matrix $b(r) of which all the rows belong to W and that has the form 
(3.1.1) +&(Y)=&(Y).S.Y= 
{( 
IdtjFo+7)X i> ( ,,& d/ X’)}g(X). 
So $& is at least a function of type 6 in M. If we define now operators K,$., L6w 
and U;‘, ,+. by 
Kk = Id + C aj(Y)dj, Lf+/ = K& d(K&)-’ 
J<o 
and 
$, w = K& Ep(@J’, 
then we merely have to show property (c) of 2.10 to get that $& is a wavefunction 
of type 6 for the operators L& and the { Ubi, w}. To prove that we make use of the 
following two properties of +&. 
3.1.2. For each p E N and all i and (u, we have that all the rows of (aiN) ‘@L(y) 
belong to W. 
3.1.3. For each u E glm(R), all the rows of u ai: belong to W. 
We will now show the following result. 
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Theorem 3.1.4. For each cx, 1 < o 5 r, and i > 1, there is a Pia in gl,(R)[d] of 
degree i with leading coeficient E, such that &a($&) = Pia( 
Proof. By definition we have 
aia($&) = {8,,(4;) + G& X’Ea}6 ’ g(X) = Em Xi + C Pj Xj 6 .g(X). 
jci 
In particular we have for all k 2 0 
ak($&) = IdXk+ C gjXi S.g(X). 
jck 
Hence if we consider &($J;) - E, ai then it has the form 
with m 5 i. 
Continuing in this fashion we see that there is a Pia in gZm(R)[d] of degree i with 
leading coefficient E, such that 
By applying 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 we see that all the rows of aia($&) - Pia belong 
to W. On the other hand they are also lying in H_ Sy and since W n H_ 6-y = (0) 
by construction, we get the desired result. q 
The flows on Gr corresponding to r_ leave the solutions of the h-hierarchy 
constructed above invariant. 
For,let6beinA,andletg=Ci,,giXibeinr_,thengactsonHas _ 
Cg’k= ; ; . 
isO ( 1 
Let w = (z+) in P be such that its image is W and let (y; $) in G/!,o,‘(H) corre- 
spond to the action of y-‘6-l. Then y belongs to r(6, W) if and only if 
ai w+ + /3i w_ is invertible and the i-th row of $&(y) is then given by 
4L,i(r) = ei + (7 1 W+ + 61 W-)(oi W+ + ,& WP))‘(ei). 
Now is y-‘K’gW = gyplK1 W the image of (z i)(q; $)(r~) and we see that 
A go = A, and QS, W) = T(6, gW). Further we have that 
qiw, i(r) = ei + Ca-’ (ei) + d(yi W+ + 61 W-)(oi W+ + pi w-)-‘aP1 (ei) 
+(ylw++Slw-)(alw++plw-)-’ (7 &TlgiX’)fA 
= 4b,i(T) ’ ( jso t?O'gj Aj). 
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In other words K&, = Ki$ (Cj10 g,‘gj 6’). However, for all j 5 0, G’(g,’ gj) = 
0, so that we may conclude 
Theorem 3.1.5. Let g = Cj S O gj Xi belong to r_. Then we have for all W in Gr 
that AW = Agw, that r(6, W) = I’(6,gW) and that g leaves the solution of the 
h-hierarchy invariant, i.e. 
L$V = K$, a(K,“,)-’ = Kw a(K;)-’ = L’& 
and likewise Ujw = Uigw. 
Next we describe a phenomenon that can only occur if m > 1, for, if m = 1, 
then A0 = { 1). Let W be in Gr and let 61 and 61 S2 be in A,. Then the solutions 
of the h-hierarchy (L$, U,[lw) and (Ly, Ul’$) are linked by so-called differ- 
ential difference equations. They form a generalization of equations discussed in 
[BtK] for the AKNS-system. 
Let R be the ring of analytic functions of r(Si, W) n T(S, 62, W). Then there 
holds 
Theorem 3.1.6. For W E Gr, assume 61 and 61 62 E A,. Then there is a difirential 
operator U:’ 62 in glrn(h)[8] such that $12”~ = Uil 62($$.). 
Proof. We know that 62 E A0 can be written as xi<,,, di Xi, di E h, dN # 0. 
If 82 # Id, then N > 0. Consider now y E r(SL W) n T(6, 61, W) then we 
have 
and 
4v@‘(+$&)) = { d&“‘+ C 0’ &g(X). 
I<N 
Continuing this way, we can find a differential operator Ut’ 62 in gl,(R) [a] of 
degree N with leading coefficient dN such that 
From 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 we see that the rows of the left hand side belong to W. By 
construction they also belong to HP 61 y and we get the desired equality. q 
Remark 3.1.7. The equation in 3.1.6 can be translated in terms of pseudo-differ- 
ential operators as 
K&‘&(K$)-’ = Kt’$(K$62)-1 U;162. 
In other words U6”,’ 62 IS the differential operator part in the multiplicative decom- 
position of K$ &(K$)-’ in an operator containing only positive powers of 8 
and an operator containing only terms in d of order zero or less and with leading 
coefficient Id. 
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On this type of factorization the results in [BtK] are based. In particular we see 
that U2 62 is invertible in gZnz(&)((d, 8-l)). 
By differentiating the equality in 3.1.6 and substituting 3.1.4, we get the fol- 
lowing relation between the solutions of the h-hierarchy. 
Corollary 3.1.8. For &,62 and U: 62 as in 3.1.6, there holds 
In Section 3.4 we treat an example, showing to what type of equations Corollary 
3.1.8 amounts to. 
3.2. Reductions 
In this part we discuss subvarieties of Gv that lead to special solutions. In 
B,,,(N) we consider an element 
@ = 2 hi’ Ai = 5 2 hi, Ed Ai, with hi E h. 
i=l i=l a=1 
In Gr we consider the subset 
Gr(O) = { W E Gr, O(W) c W}. 
Let W E Gr(O) and S E Aw. We want to express now in terms of Lf+,. and U&. 
what it means that W E Gr(O). Concretely we will show 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let Wand b E Aw. Then we have 
WE Gr(O) _ 5 & h,,L’,U,,w = 2 2 hi,L’1,Ua,w. 
i=l a=l + i=l a=1 
Proof. The operators Lb, and U,, w are constructed in such a way that one has 
(3.2.2) 
= 
Hence, if W E Gr(O), then the rows of C hi, LiV U,, w($w)(y) belong to W. Let 
s” : M -+ M be defined as 
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Then there holds 
Combining the two relations gives you that the right hand side of the equivalence 
in the theorem is equivalent to 
(3.2.3) a(+&)(~) - C C hi, L’, Un,w(lCl&)(r) = 0. 
i>l I<u_<r 
If W E GY(@), then the rows of the right hand side of 3.2.2 belong to 
W n H_ 67 = (0). H ence in thas case 3.2.3 holds. 
Reversely if 3.2.3 holds then we have to show that O(W) c W. It will be suf- 
ficient to show that 
{W \ w E w, O(w) E W} 
lies dense in W. Take a 70 in r(a, W). Since 70 and 6 commute with 0, it is also 
sufficient to prove the assertion for 7. -’ S-’ W. For each k > 1, consider an op- 
erator yk in B(H) of the form 
yk = 5 ai A’, with a0 = 1 and ak # 0. 
i=O 
By choosing the {ai, i > 1) sufficiently small we get that Tk belongs to r+. 
Moreover we may assume that yk belongs to r(Id, W). For if 7;’ = (i f) in 
G&,,(H) and W is the image of(g), then ^ yk E QId, W) is equivalent to 
det(Id + o-‘pw) # 0. 
For all y E r(Id, W) we know from 3.2.3 that for all 0 5 i < rn - 1 
@(+$,i(T)) E w’ 
Applying this to y = yk we get for all k 2 1 
6 
( 
‘$g,i(yk) 5 ai xi E W. 
i=O > 
The vectors {~~,i(~~), 0 5 i < m - 1) and 
G$,i(TO Tk) & ai Ai, 0 < i 5 m - 1, k > 1 
j=O > 
span a dense subspace of W, as one sees from the fact that p+ : W + H+ is a 
bijection and that their images in H+ span a dense subspace of H+. This proves 
the assertion. q 
Let Z(0) be the centralizer of 0 in G1!,0? (H) then Z(0) acts on Gr(O). For if 
W E Gr(O) and g E Z(0) then 
O(gW) = g(OW) c gw. 
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The differential operator L = xi2 I Cl < cy < n hia L& U,, w satisfies the following 
Lax equations 
(3.2.4) ajo = [Bjp, Ll = [(Lb uo, w)+, Cl. 
This is a direct consequence of the following observation: if P and Q in 
g/,(R)((d,d-‘)) satisfy 
&x(P) = [&a, P] and aia (Q) = [Bicx) Ql 
then the same holds for PQ: 
&a(pQ) = [&a, f’Q]. 
3.3. The N-wave equations 
In this section we consider the reduction 0 = A and we will show that the 
framework of pseudodifferential operators and the equations of the h-hierarchy 
lead to the algebraic structures and the N-wave equations such as discussed in 
[DS]. In particular one can use GY(@) to construct solutions of this system of 
equations. 
Let 81, (R)( (A, A-‘)) be the ring of Laurent series in X with coefficients from 
g/,(R) and with a pole in X = co, i.e., it consists of all 
N 
C (Yi A’, Qi E g&n(R). 
The multiplication in this ring is given by 
(i=~~Clihi)(j~~31hi)=i+j~,+N~niiljhi+’. 
In gMW((h A-‘I) we use the same notation for the additive decomposition as 
in gMR)((a, 8-l)) 
P=CPjXj=P++P_= C PjXjfP-. 
j?O 
The ring gl,(R)((X, A-‘)) acts on the gl,(R)((d, 8-l)) module A4 by 
{i&i, aixi}({ j} ) jgN2 pi A gCx) = {CC Qi Xi)(C Pj Aj)}g(A). 
Next we consider a W in Gr(O) and a 6 in A W. We can see J$ as an element of 
gZ,,,(R) ((A, A-‘)) and hence we may speak of 4; . v for each v in M. From 
Theorem 3.2.1 we know that 
Lw = (Lw)+ = a. 
In other words, a(~~k) = 0 for all k > 0, where Kh = Ck>O ok dPk. The equa- 
tions 2.7 are trivial in this case and we work further with 2.8. To Kh we associate 
K&(X) = Cjzo ojX_’ in gl,(R)((X,X-‘)). For each Q, 1 5 CY, < r, and i > 1 we 
define an element (p(E, A’) in gZ,(R)((X, A-‘)) by 
(3.3.1) (p(E, Xi) = K;(X)& Xi&$(X)-’ = E, Xi + C P/(‘“) Xj. 
j<i 
From a(ak) = 0 it follows that &, ZJ,, w = E, d’ + cj< i Pjia) dj. 
Let a be a non-zero element of/r. For simplicity we assume that a = El. Con- 
sider the endomorphism ,& of A4 given by 
c, = G;(ai,i - Aa)(@J’. 
Clearly it has the form 
& = di, 1 - Au + q + C qi A?, with q = [a, a~]. 
i>l 
Since (di,i - Aa)sg(A) = 0 and L, .$w = G&(ai,i - XQ)(&)‘(&) .S.g(X), 
we see that .L, $& = 0. Until now we did not use that W belongs to GY(@). If we 
do so, we get 
Lemma 3.3.2. Zf W E Gr(O) and 6 E A,, then 
c, = ?&(&, , - Aa)(@J’ = aI,1 - Xa + q. 
Proof. We argue as in 3.1.4, 3.1.6 and 3.2.1. From the closedness of W we con- 
clude that ai,i(+&)(~) E W. Multiplying with a matrix from the left involves 
only linear operations with the rows of $&(r), hence the rows of a+&(r) and 
q$b(y) belong to W. Since W E GY(@), the rows of Au$&(r) belong to W. Thus 
we obtain that the rows of 
(&,I - Au + q)&(y) E W n H- Sy = (0). 
Since we already had &($$(r)) = 0, we have 
iF, qi A-’ . ti’$(Y) = 0 
_ 
and this implies qi = 0 for all i. q 
The operator C, has the same form as the operator for the N-wave equation, 
such as discussed in [DS]. Since 
we see that C, satisfies for all i, Q: 
MEa A’),, &I = -MEa Xi)-, &I = [P!:), 4 
The first equality implies that only positive powers of X occur in [(p(E, A’), L,] 
and the second is obtained by computing the constant term of [(p(& A’)_, , C,]. 
From the fact that ai, Kh = -(L&,U,,W)_ Kg we see that 
(3.3.3) ai,(Lc,) = dia(q) = -[(p(Eu A’)), ,C,] = [P(‘p), a]. 
We will conclude now by showing that 3.3.3 for suitable a is a system of equa- 
tions for the components of q. It will be sufficient to show that (p(Ecl A’) and 
hence P<‘r), can be expressed in q and its di, i-derivatives. 
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Let a be a regular element of h, i.e. it is diagonizable with different eigenvalues. 
If h contains such an element, then it is conjugate to the diagonal matrices. In 
particular we have Ker(ad(a)) = R and g/,(C) = Im(ad(a)) $ h. We will denote 
Im(ad(a)) by h’, since it is orthogonal to h, w.r.t. the inner product (g,h) H 
trace(gh*) on g/,(C). 
To prove the assertion we need some decompositions for certain elements of 
gMR)((& 0). 
Lemma 3.3.4. (i) For all ffk E glm(R), k > 1, there are unique {hk, k > l} in 
g&,,(R) such that 
eXp(kf+h-k) =Id+k;,akA-k. 
(ii) For all hk in gC(R), k > 1, there exist unique { Uk, k > 1) in R @h’ and 
unique {Hk, k > l} in R @h such that 
exP ( kF, lihk) =exP ( k$, (i,h-*) =P ckF, Hdkj. 
_ 
Proof. (i) We compare the coefficients of X-’ on both sides. For I = 1 we see 
that hl has to equal Q, and for I > 2, this coefficient al is equal to h, + a poly- 
nomial in hl , . . , hl_ 1. In this way one can solve the {hl, 1 > 1) recursively in a 
unique way from the {ok, k > 1). 
(ii) Again we compare the coefficients of X-’ on both sides. For I = 1, we get 
hl = UI + H, and this can uniquely be solved since g/,(R) = R 6~ h @ R @ h’. 
For 1 > 2, we have that h, + a polynomial in hl , . , hl- 1 = U! + HI + a poly- 
nomial in U, Ul_ 1 and H, . . . HI _ 1 and this determines the { 171) and {HI} 
uniquely. 0 
By applying the lemma to K&(X) we get 
&$(4=exp(g,Li,A-‘)exp(g,H,h’) 
and 
c 
a 
= eb,X-~e~H,X-l (a, , _ x~)~-~H,X-‘,-~ u,X-’ 
= ead(Z’u,x’)ead(CHjx-‘)(a, , _ xa) 
where 
o3 adk(G) 
cad(‘) =Id+ C -----. 
k=, kl 
Now we have 
exp(ad(C Hi Ki))(d, 1 - AU) = 811 - h - E hi A-’ 
i= 1 
with hi = d,, 1 (Hi) and this results into the formula 
(3.3.5) Ca=ead(CCI,X-‘) alI -Au- E hiA-’ . 
i= 1 
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This decomposition of L, is unique, as we show in the following 
Proposition 3.3.6. For a regular a in h and q E R @ h, let C, be the endomorphism 
of A4 given by 13, = 81, - Xa + q. Then there exist unique { Uk, k > 1) in R @ hi 
and unique {hi, i > 1) in R 18 h such that 
Moreover, the components of Ut and hi can be expressed as dtfi%erentialpolynomials, 
w.r. t. al,, in the components of q. 
Proof. We look first at the coefficient of X0 on both sides. Then we get that ne- 
cessarily -[U, , a] = q. Since ad(a) is bijective on h ‘, we see that Ui is equal to 
ad(a)-‘(q) and satisfies the second part of the proposition. Take now I = 1 and 
consider the coefficient of X-‘. This gives 
o = -a,,,(ul) - [&,a] -h - [U~[Ul,all. 
Since U1 was already expressed in q, one can choose a unique U2 in R @ h’ and a 
unique hl in R @ h such that this equation is satisfied and that their components 
are differential polynomials in the coefficients of q. In the same way we get for 
I > 2, that 
[ Ut+ 1, a] + ht = differential polynomial in U1 , . , Ut and h, , . , ht _ 1. 
Since the U,, . , Ut and hl, . , ht_ 1 are already determined and their compo- 
nents satisfy the second property, we can find a unique Ut, 1 in R @ hi and a 
unique ht in R 6~ h that satisfy the equations and whose components can be ex- 
pressed in the desired way into the components of q. q 
As a consequence of this property we have 
Corollary 3.3.1. The components of PjiO) are dtyerential polynomials in the com- 
ponents of q. 
Hence all the PJia) 
ponents of the iJia’ 
can be expressed in the { Uj, j > 1) and by 3.3.6 the com- 
J 
are differential polynomials in the components of q. q 
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3.4. An example of a lattice equation 
In this section we will show at the hand of a concrete example to what kind of 
equations leads the phenomenon described in Section 3.1. We take m = 2 and for 
h the diagonal matrices. Consider the reduction 0 = A. For each I in Z, we put 
6, = (t ,!!,) in A. Let W be in Gr(O) such that 6/ E A,. If K$ = Ciz,, ai <-’ 
then we write Kl for the element Ci>s oi A-’ in gZ,(R)((X, A-‘)). The coefficients _ 
ai of Kl decompose as 
(yi = Pi 4i 
( > ri Si ’ 
i 2 0. 
If y E r(&, IV), then there is an embedding of H+ into II’S,-’ 7-i that has the 
form 
Id ()( 
Id 
= . . . 
W- 
71 Pl Ql . 
. P2 02 ) 
Let 6;’ = A(: y) + A-‘(: i) = Xb + X-i c, then the operator in G&,,(H) corre- 
sponding to the action of 6;’ has the form 
Q P ( > y 6 = 
I I 
‘,oI: 
‘0 blO0 
. . . 0 c 0 ) b 0 ... 
. . 0 c IO b 0 ... 
0 OICO‘ 
j 0. 
)I , 
Hence (*, T fz~) is a continuous embedding of H+ into Wy-‘S,;‘,. The operator 
cr + Pw_ has the form 
. . by1 c + b,@ bal 
From it one concludes that Q: + ,Bw_ is bijective if and only if yi # 0. In that case 
we have that also S/+ 1 belongs to Aw. 
From now on we consider a W in Gr(O) such that Sl, 1 and Sl belong to Aw. 
Let K$+’ = Ci>s&ic-i and put Kl+ 1 for the element xi, 0 Qi A-’ in 
gl,,,(R)((X, A-‘)).Let a = El be the element i (A “,) in ir. Then we-know from 
Section 3.3 that 
Cl = Kl(&J - Xa)K,-’ = di,, - Au + [a, cq]. 
G,l =K/+l(a,l -Xa)K,_:1 =d1,1 -Xa+[a,h]. 
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According to Theorem 3.1.6 the operator Z = (A $X + {Lyi(A “,) - (A $cx,} = 
(A $X + Zs satisfies 
K,-’ = K, K,;‘, Z = V-‘Z, 
with V-’ = Id + Ci<,, K x’. In particular we have 
&+i = VKr(&, - Xa)K,-’ V-’ = V& V-‘. 
Hence we get 
(3.4.2) [a, &,I = (_;i $i) = (_“,, y)q-Wd 
We will restrict ourselves now to the computation of the coefficients of [a, V-l]. 
They will turn out to be rational functions in 41, ~1 and their derivatives w.r.t. 
di, 1. First we compute some coefficients of the left hand side of 3.4.1. 
Consider the decomposition of K, from Section 3.3 
K/ = &,, uz A-’ . ,&,, H, A-’ 
Then the left hand side of 3.4.1 becomes 
+gu2+4 :)]I+; [Ul, [Ul, [Ul, (:, “o)]]]}P 
+... 
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To compute the {Vi} we proceed as in Proposition 3.3.6. First of all we have 
LI = I&(&J - Xu)K,-’ = f?ad(EuA-‘)(a~,~ -Au-C a,,,(Hj)q 
= &,I - Au + [a, al]. 
Equating the coefficients of powers of X we obtain at X0 : 
[-&,a] = +,a1 ===+ u1= 
0 41 ( > r-1 0 ’ 
at A-‘: 
-a,,,(u,)-[u2,+ ~[~l,~~l,~ll-~l,I~~1~=~ 
( 
0 
3 u2= 
+4,1(a) 
-dl,l(rl) 0 > 
and 
at X -2. 
&J(Hl) = -y* ( O +ql rl > ’ 
f 0 
=-\ 
a:,,kd 
-e,Ih) 0 ) 
1 
( 
91 &,l(rl ) - rl &,l(ql) 0 
-- 2 0 r1 @,l(ql) - 41 %l(rl) > - [U3,4 
1 rl dl,l(ql ) - 41 dl,l(rl) 0 
-- 2 ( 0 41 dl,l(rl) - rl %l(ql) > 
+L 
( 
41 dl,l(rl) - rl &,l(ql) 0 
2 0 rl &,l(ql) - 41 %l(rl) > 
-t4,1(U2) - #h,al,l(~,)l - [U3,4 - ~[~2r[~lJ41 
= #I,, [U2,4] - #h, [Ul, [~I,~111 - %l(ff2) - PlA,l(ffl)1 = 0 
Substituting this in 3.4.3 leads to 
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K,(; ho_,)K? = (A ;)A+ (r: -;‘)Ao 
+ 
qlrl -41(41) +, 
-+,1(n) -41rl + 1 1 
rl&,l(ql) - 41 &,l(rl) 
+ 
( 
-a&(41) - 2q:rl fql 
~f,,(ri)+2ql+rl 
x-2 + . 
91 h,l(rl) - rldl,l(ql) 
= B1 X1 + B. X0 + B-, A-’ + B_2 A-* + . . . 
According to equation 3.4.1 we have 
B, A’ + B. X0 + B_, A-’ + B_* X-* + . . . 
= Id+ C KX’ 
i<O }K :)+zO) 
resulting in 
-dl,l(ql) 
1 - 41 0 ) 
ri ai,1 41 - 413, I rl -a:,, (41) - 2q: f7 + 41 
. 41dl,l(rl)-ridi,i(qi) 
From 3.4.4, we see that the last column of Zo is equal to (-:I). Hence we get from 
3.4.5 that the first column of V-1 equals (-l/qi(-~Jr’l(~,‘))). 
Applying 3.4.4 again shows that the first column of ZO is given by 
4,1(q1) 
41 
i-i 
+1 
41 
The equation 3.4.6 gives you the first column of V-2: 
1 
( 
+d?,,(qi) +Wriqi 
41 -ai,1 (r1) + rl&, 1(41) ). 
Substituting this into 3.4.5 we see that the second column (z;) of V-1 satisfies 
1 
( 
@,i(qi) +%:ri - 41 
41 -%i(ri)qi fri di,i(qi) 
) %:jylI ( y,j 
+I c’ 0 ( 41 rl = 41 c2 -al, 1 (rl) - 41 rl >. 
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Hence 
ci = -8,1(41) -q:r1 +ql + 
%lh)2 and 
41 
c2 = -qi ,., _ dl,lo 
41 
and the equation 3.4.2 becomes 
41 = 41 + (-cl) = a:, 1(q1) + q: r1 - 
%1(qd2 
41 
1 1 
Fl =r1+---I., =-. 
41 41 
This is a Toda-type equation. For if we substitute q1 = e”l, 41 = eU/+l and rI = 
epu/-l , because of the second relation, then the first equation in Ul, Ul, 1 and 
UI_i is 
a:,, U, = ,u/+1-u/ _ cur-u/-1. 
4. T-FUNCTIONS 
4.1. In the final part of this paper we prove a formula that expresses the coeffi- 
cients of the wavefunctions, constructed in the third paragraph, in terms of 
Fredholm determinants. It forms a higher dimensional generalization of the 
known expression for the KP-hierarchy. 
Let W be in Gr and 6 E A,. Take a w E P with image S-‘(W) and a collec- 
tion {ki 1 1 < i 5 m and ki E 77). We denote 
Ak, km = diag(Xkl, . . , Xkm). 
It acts on H in a natural way from the right. Consider in particular, for i # j, 
0 < i 5 m - 1 and 0 < j < m - 1 the element 
Ai/j = Ak, km, with ki+ 1 = 1, kj+ 1 = -1 and k, = 0, 
(Z#i+l,Z#j+l). 
Let (“r/i 2 ) be the decomposition of h H 
Ker(ai>,)‘K @ rd’- ‘) 
h Ai 
(i-i,’ 
with respect to H+ $ H-. Then 
and Coker(ai,j) 2 C ~0 . For all i and j in Z and k and I 
satisfying 0 < k < m - 1 and 0 5 I < m - 1, we introduce in B,,,(H) the op- 
erator E.(!‘) by: 
‘J 
E.?‘) 
'J ( c as(l)v(‘) r=O,...,m- 1 > = a!‘)vJk), s /r 
SEZ 
In terms of these operators we have 
4, = C C E/p) + EC”) 
1E.z 
l+ll+EiL 
O<k<m-1 
k#i 
k#j 
Thus one sees that bi : H_ -+ H+ is equal to E,(F), 
E$‘i. For i # j, we define qi/j = ai/j + EJ!‘. 
and cj : H+ + H_ is equal to 
Since qi/j differs only by a finite- 
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dimensional operator from the Fredholm operator Ui/j, it is itself also a 
Fredholm operator of index zero. As all the { vjk), 0 5 k 5 m - 1 and n > 0) 
occur in the image of qi/j, it is bijective. From the definition of qi/j we see that 
ai/j qi?j = Id + X, with x = -E,$t) q$. 
A direct computation shows that the operator x equals -Ei:). We use qi,/j to lift 
the operator Ai/j to an operator hi/j = (Ai,/i, qi/j) in the extension G of 
G[(‘)(H) res . 
Let [ E @ with I<1 > 1 and put qt = 1 - X/t. We need still one more operator 
q? , 0 I i < m - 1, in GZ!,os’(H) to formulate the main result of this paragraph, 
namely 
qji) = diag(1,. . . , 1, qc, 1,. , 1) 
. ,O, -C E 0,. .,O 
kEk ’ 
. 
Here qE stands on the (i + 1, i + 1)-entry. We will show now 
Theorem 4.1.1. Consider a W in Gr and a 6 in A,. Let $$, = I& ‘6 g(X) be the 
wavefunction of type 6 corresponding to W and let w E P be such that im(w) = 
W6-‘. Then we have 
(a) Foreach i, 0 < i 5 m - 1, the (i+ 1,i + I)-entry of@,, $b[X]i+,i+,, is the 
L2-boundary value of 
EH 
%(Yq$ 
Tw(Y) . 
(b) For j # i, 0 I i 5 m - 1 and 0 < j I m - 1, the (i + 1,j + 1)-entry of&,, 
d&[‘li+I j+l’ is the L2-boundary value of 
E H E-l 
Tcd(Y(ii/j)e14:i)) 
L(r) . 
Proof. Let y belong to r(S, W). Then we can write 
w = (y-‘w) . [(y-‘w)+]-’ = (FJ. 
Using the multiplicativity of the determinant, one verifies that 
(4.1.2) r,(yg) = rG(g)T,(y), where g E G. 
If 4; = CrZo ok XPk, then we can apply 4.1.2 with g = qii) and this reduces the 
proof of 4.1.1(a) to that of 
rj(qji)) = 1 + E (Qk)i+li+l Epk. 
k=l 
Let (i i) be the decomposition of h H h(q:‘))-‘. Then we have 
T;(qji)) = det(Id + bwa-‘) = det(Id + a-lb&). 
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Now 
SO 
a-’ = Id - C <-‘E~~)lk and (qii))-’ = Id + C S-m,$~),k, 
k>O kc72 
tiZ>O 
b = C <-“‘Ek(ifJmk. 
k<O 
m+k>O 
A direct calculation shows then that 
a-lb 
( 
c 
s<o 
,!j)v!i)) = {k;o #F*}vi’). 
j=O,...,m- 1 
Since a-lb is a projection onto vd’), the computation of det(Id + a-‘bw) is easy, 
for 
det(Id + a-‘bh_) = 1 + Trace(a-‘bi;r_). 
To calculate Trace(a -‘bW_) we only need to consider (a-lb&) ( vo(i)). By defini- 
tion W(V~(~)) belongs to WS-‘y-’ and since I;, = (g), we have 
w(v;‘)) = q@,?&) = ‘Jo(i) + c (“k)j+‘i+“‘F) k’ 
k>O 
j=O,...,m-1 
In particular we have a- ‘b;-(vi’)) = Ck>O Cak)i+li+l <-keg and so we get 
7j(qii)) = 1 +Trace(a-‘bG_) = 1 +kTo (ok)i+‘i+’ <-k=4&[<]i+‘i+1. 
This completes the proof of 4.1.1(a). To prove the second claim we introduce for 
i # j, vi/j E P by 
Vi/j = AiJj C.247;. 
Again we apply 4.1.2 but now with g = ii/j qji), and we obtain 
Tu(Yn;/,’ SJ”) = Tu(Y)rG(Aii,’ qji)) = rti(Y)rv,,,(ql). 
Thus the second part of the theorem reduces to proving 
If we write vi/j = (Lt), then we have 
V+ = ai/j qii,! + bi W- q-i! = Id - Eo: + bi LX qiTj 
= Id + some projeztion on Cvi’\ 
As above we write (qci))-’ c = (i 5;) and we have 
TV,,, (qii)) = det(v+ + a-‘bv-) 
= 1 + trace(-E$‘) + bi W_ qiTj + a-‘bv-) 
= 1 + (-1 + s(E)) = S(E), 
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where s(t) is given by 
{hi W-(qi/j)-’ + U -%_}(vo(“) = S(+$ 
Since b, = EC”) we get I 0, 1’ 
bi izqi/i’ (I#‘) = bi W($‘) = bi (4 c Cak),+lj+l 'k 
kc0 > 
/=O,....m- 1 
(4 
= Ca-l)i+lj+l “0 
Further, substituting Cj = Ey,‘,b, results in 
a-‘bv_(v(‘)) = 0 tF’b(c, + dij G-)(qi/j)p’(vi”) 
= a-‘b((c, + dij S-)(v(‘))) 0 
=a (Qk)/+lj+l ‘I’“> 
HencedE) =6Ck~l (Qk),+lj+l tek =Edh[6li+lj+l. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. 0 
4.2. The multicomponent BP-hierarchy 
Consider the case that h equals the diagonal matrices and that the basis {En} 
of h is given by 
CEa)ii = { 
1 ifi=a 
0 ifi#cr 
and (E,)ji = 0 if j # i. 
Since y and A,?,! commute we have 
ru(mii;) = rU(Ai/: 74;) det(aqi,j a-‘qii,r) 
= det(agi,j a-‘qqj) rl.J,,, (rs:“)) = rw,,j ($9. 
The last equality is a consequence of the fact that for all 0 < 1 5 m - 1 and k > 0 
@Ii/j U-l (qi/j)-'(Vf') = Vf) + C t, VA’). 
O<p<_m-I 
n>k 
Now 
744’) = exP 
{ ( 
c 
k>l 
ka - bi+ la &g ) E, Xk} 
lia<m 
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and writing T,(?) = q,((&)) for 
we obtain the following formulae 
1 
rw tka 
(4.2.1) 4&[tli+li+1 = (( - 6i+ la @)) 
Tu((tka)) ’ 
1 
tka 
(4.2.2) 4~[Jli+lj+l = 
rUvI 
cc 
- hi+ la @)) 
L((tko)) 
These expressions agree, up to some sign factors, with formulae in [DJKM] and 
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